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Abstract—Recommender systems are gaining a great importance with the emergence of E-commerce and business on the internet. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most promising techniques in recommender systems. It uses the known preferences of a group of users to make recommendations for other users. Regardless of its success in many application domains, CF has main limitations such as sparsity, scalability and new user/item problems. As a new direction, semantic-based recommenders have emerged that deal with the semantic information of items. Such systems can improve the performance of classical CF by allowing the recommender system to make inferences based on an additional source of knowledge. Moreover, the incorporation of demographic data in recommender systems can help to improve the quality of recommendations. In this paper, we present a new hybrid CF approach that exploits Semantic Web Technology as well as demographic data to alleviate all the problems mentioned above. The experimental results on the MovieLens dataset verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach over other benchmarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the Web and E-commerce has allowed companies to provide customers with more options. Therefore, businesses increase the amount of information that customers must process before they are able to select which items meet. One solution to this information overload problem is the use of recommender systems. These systems learn from customers and recommend products that satisfy their tastes and preferences. Recommender systems enhance E-commerce sales in three ways: converting browsers into buyers; improving cross-sell by suggesting additional products for customers; improving loyalty by creating a value-added relationship between the site and customers [1]. Two basic entities in all recommender systems are: the user and the item. A user provides his opinion about past items, which is usually expressed in the form of ratings. The recommender system applies a filtering algorithm on the input ratings and generates suggestions about new items for that particular user [2].

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most promising techniques in recommender systems. CF aggregates ratings of items, calculates correlations between users based on their ratings, and generates new recommendations based on inter-user comparisons. Regardless of the success of CF in many application domains, it has main limitations such as sparsity [3],
CF can take advantages of semantic reasoning to improve the recommendations’ quality and cope with the above problems. Actually, the Semantic Web technologies have emerged to represent Web content in a form that is more easily machine-processable. Ontologies, as one of the key Semantic Web technologies, formally represent knowledge as a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between them. The formal semantics underlying ontology allows the automated reasoners to infer new knowledge [10]. Combining CF with semantic information provides two primary advantages over pure CF. First, the semantic attributes for items allows the system to make inferences based on the underlying reasons for which a user may or may not be interested in a particular item. Secondly, in the case of new item or in very sparse data sets, the system can still use the semantic information to provide reasonable recommendations for users [11]. In recent years many recommender system have appeared that use Semantic Web technologies for recommending foods [12], experts [13], cultural heritages [14], news [15], tourism/leisure [16], [17], sound/movie/music [18]-[20], etc.

Combining CF with demographic data is another factor that can improve the quality of collaborative recommendations [2], [21]-[23]. Demographic data refers to information such as the age, the gender and the occupation of the user. Incorporating demographic data alleviates the new user problem of CF. Actually, demographic correlations help to present recommendations to new users before they have provided many ratings [21], [23].

In this paper, we present a new hybrid approach that exploits Semantic Web Technology to reduce dimensionality of the rating matrix for CF. The utilization of the reduced matrix helps to avoid the sparsity and scalability problems of CF. Also, incorporating semantic information reduces the new item problem. Moreover, we further enhance the user neighborhoods by demographic correlations which alleviate the new user problem. The experimental results on the MovieLens dataset show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach in reducing the main limitations of CF.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The following section provides a brief description of the related works. Section 3, describes our proposed approach and Section 4 demonstrates the experimental evaluation and results. Finally, we present our conclusions and outline future lines of research in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Recommendation approaches

Based on how the recommendations are made, recommender systems are classified into [24]: content-based recommendations (CB), collaborative recommendations and hybrid approaches.

CB stores content information about each item to be recommended and suggests items similar to the ones the user liked in the past [24]. Due to syntactic nature of this approach, it only detects similarity between items that share the same features [25]. Some limitations of this approach are new user, over-specialization and limited content analysis [24].

CF attempts to find groups of people with similar tastes to those of the user and recommend items that they have liked. This approach can be either memory-based, using the entire rating matrix to make recommendations, or model-based, using the collection of ratings to learn a model, which is then used to make rating predictions [24]. Memory-based methods usually fall into two classes: user-based (UB) and item-based (IB) approaches [26]. In UB methods [27], a subset of users is chosen based on their similarity to the active user – commonly called the neighborhood. Then, a weighted combination of neighbors’ ratings is used to predict the ratings for the active user. IB methods [28] are similar to UB methods, but IB approaches try to find the similar items for each item [29]. The most extensively used similarity measures are Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) [30] and vector space similarity [27]. UB requires computation that grows linearly with the number of users and items—scalability problem. In contrast, IB can quickly recommend a set of items because item-neighborhood matrix is generated offline. However, there are experiments showing that UB provides more accurate recommendations than IB [31]. Except for scalability problem, UB has another limitation, which provides much poor recommendation if users have many different interests or items have completely different content. To address this issue Li et al. [31] have explored a hybrid collaborative filtering based on item and user. This approach is able to filter dissimilar item to target item and to engender neighbor users of active user based on similar items to target item, which guarantee that target item is consist with the common interest of neighbor users.

Memory-based methods suffer from sparsity problem, which reduces accuracy of predictions. In both cases of UB and IB, only partial information from the data in the user-item matrix is employed to predict unknown ratings. Wang et al. [26] proposed the Similarity Fusion (SF) between the UB and IB methods, using also data from a new source—ratings of similar users on similar items. This model is more robust to data sparsity, because it exploits more of the data available in the user-item matrix.

In model-based algorithms, predictions can be calculated quickly once the model is generated. However, they have the overhead to build and update the model, and they cannot cover as diverse user ranges as the memory-based algorithms do. Model-based recommenders have used a variety of probabilistic models including latent class models [32], [33], regression models [34], clustering models [35], etc. Memory-based and model-based CF approaches, can be combined to leverage the advantages of each one. For example, Xue et al. [36] proposed an accurate and scalable CF using Cluster-Based Smoothing (CBS). CBS approach clusters the user data and applies intra-cluster smoothing to reduce sparsity.

Hybrid recommender systems combine two or more recommendation approaches to avoid certain
limitations of each individual approach. For example, content-boosted CF (CBCF) [37] is a hybrid system which uses a CB predictor to convert a sparse ratings matrix into a full ratings matrix; and then uses CF to provide recommendations. In our previous work [7], we proposed a hybrid collaborative filtering algorithm called CBSF (Cluster-Based Similarity Fusion), which can deal with the sparsity and scalability issues simultaneously. CBSF combines memory-based and model-based approaches. It uses SF as a memory-based algorithm and integrates it with clustering models in order to cope with the scalability problem of SF.

In recent years, some hybrid approaches have appeared that exploit the semantic [16], [18], [20], [38] or demographic [21]–[23] information associated with items and users to enhance collaborative recommendations. Semantic-based systems have proved to be successful in solving the sparsity and new item limitations of CF by allowing the recommender systems to make inferences based on an additional source of knowledge [38]. Such hybrid approaches will be detailed in the next subsection. In addition, the combination of CF with demographic data helps to alleviate the new user problem and improve the quality of recommendations. For example, Gupta and Gadge [22] combined prediction using item-based CF with prediction using demographics-based user clusters in an adaptive weighted scheme. Their proposed solution is scalable while successfully addressing new user problem.

Based on this notion, this paper proposes a new hybrid approach that incorporates semantic and demographic information into the traditional CF to achieve better results in terms of efficiency and recommendation accuracy, especially when dealing with data sparsity, new user and new item problems.

B. Semantic-based recommenders

The traditional syntactic-based recommender systems miss a lot of useful knowledge during the recommendation process. Therefore, their recommendations only include items very similar to those the user already knows. Semantic-based recommender systems can overcome this problem by inferring implicit semantic relationships between items [25].

In view of the sparsity and new item problems of CF, researchers have commonly decided to opt for semantic-based recommender systems to tackle such limitations. For example, Lops et al. [39] enhanced CF through semantic user profiles which are learnt by a relevance feedback algorithm from sense-represented documents. Their approach overcomes sparsity problem of CF by computing similarity between users on the ground of their semantic-based profiles. Ceylan and Birturk [40] proposed a hybrid approach that uses semantic similarities between items to convert a sparse ratings matrix into a full ratings matrix; and then uses CF to provide recommendations. Similarly, Hu and Zhou [41] proposed an approach which uses content semantic similarities of items to enhance existing user data, and then provides personalized suggestions through CF. MC-SeCF [42] is a hybrid approach which uses the weighted harmonic mean for integrating the separate predictions from the enhanced multi criteria item-based CF and the item-based semantic filtering module. In the approach presented by Sieg et al., the ontological user profiles are exploited to form semantic neighborhoods. Then, the predictions are computed as the weighted average of deviations from the neighbor’s mean using the similarity between profiles as the weight. In some other approaches, a single prediction algorithm is provided by linear combination of semantic and item rating similarity [11]. Ogul and Ekmekci [44] proposed a novel two-way CF approach based on semantically enhanced data to predict user ratings on new items from previously given ratings by other users. Lu et al. [45] presented a hybrid fuzzy semantic recommendation approach which combines item-based fuzzy semantic similarity and item-based fuzzy CF similarity techniques. Martin-Vicente et al. [46] proposed a new strategy based on semantic reasoning to prevent CF from selecting fake neighborhoods. Gohari and Tarokh [18] presented a hybrid approach that applies semantic similarity fusion as well as biclustering technique to alleviate the main limitations of CF. Al-Hassan et al. [16] proposed a hybrid semantic enhanced recommendation approach by combining a new inferential ontology-based semantic similarity measure and the standard item-based CF approach.

This paper improves the state-of-the-art by presenting a new hybrid system that fuses the semantic and demographic information of items and users within the CF framework to achieve better results in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, especially when dealing with sparsity, new user and new item problems. Our proposed system combines item-based CF and user-based CF based on the idea presented by Li et al. [31] in order to leverage the strengths of each individual approach. Item-based part of our system, which is improved by semantic information of items, refines rating matrix for user-based part of the system. Moreover, in user-based part of the system, the user neighborhoods are further enhanced by the help of demographic correlations.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In order to avoid the main limitations of CF and improve its performance, we propose a new hybrid approach which consists of two modules: (1) item-based CF using semantic similarity and (2) user-based CF using demographic data. First module combines items’ semantic similarity with their rating similarity in order to filter dissimilar items to target item. Second module implements user-based CF based on the output of the previous module. Therefore, user-based CF is implemented based on items that are similar to the target item, not on all items. This leads to improvement in the quality of recommendations. This module computes similarity between two users using two sources of data: (1) the Pearson Correlation Coefficient between their vectors of ratings for similar
items to target item, and (2) demographic correlation between these users. Our proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Item-based CF using semantic similarity

The aim of this module is to refine original rating matrix by filtering items that are dissimilar to the target item. In the first step, combined weighted similarities between target item and other items are calculated. In the next step, neighbors of the target item are selected. Finally, items that do not belong to the neighborhood of the target item are removed from the original rating matrix. This refined matrix is used as an input feature to the next module.

1) Calculating combined weighted similarity between items

To calculate the similarity between items, two types of similarity are combined: (1) semantic similarity, and (2) rating similarity.

(1) Semantic similarity: In order to integrate the semantic aspect in our recommender system, we use an item ontology and calculate similarities between ontology entities. Maedche and Zacharias [47] calculate the similarity between two ontology instances from three dimensions:

   Taxonomy Similarity (TS), which computes the similarity between two instances based on their corresponding concepts’ positions in concept taxonomy. TS between two concepts Ci and Cj is based on the concept match between them. Concept match is the depth of the most specific common subsumer of Ci and Cj, divided by the union of the concepts from Ci and Cj to the root.

   Relation Similarity (RS), which computes the similarity between two instances based on the similarity of the instances they have relations to. RS considers two type of relation: relations allowing Ii and Ij as range, and those that allow Ii and Ij as domain. The similarity of the referred instances is once again calculated using semantic similarity. So, the process of calculating similarities is recursive and a maximum recursion depth is defined to prevent infinite cycles. After reaching this maximum depth, the arithmetic mean of TS and AS is returned. In our work, we use the value 3 as the maximum depth, because the similarity remains almost constant after this value.

   Attribute Similarity (AS), which computes the similarity between two instances Ii and Ij based on the similarity of their associated literals. AS considers the set of numeric attributes that are attributes of both Ii and Ij; and translates the numeric difference between their associated literals into a similarity value that is between 0 and 1.

   Semantic similarity between items (instances) i and j is calculated by the weighted arithmetic mean of TS, RS and AS:

\[
SSim_{i,j} = \frac{W_T \times TS_{i,j} + W_A \times AS_{i,j} + W_R \times RS_{i,j}}{W_T + W_A + W_R}
\]

(1)

where \(W_T\), \(W_A\) and \(W_R\) are the weights of the semantic similarities. The overall similarity value between two instances is between 0 and 1, and the more similarity should result in a similarity value close to 1.
We validate our system in the movie domain and use Movie Ontology\(^1\) which has been developed according to the OWL standard by the University of Zurich. The Movie Ontology provides a controlled vocabulary to semantically describe movie related concepts. Through this ontology it is possible to link, hierarchically and semantically, elements belonging to the movies domain. For instantiating this ontology, we gather required data from the IMDB website using a crawler. Based on the instantiated Movie Ontology and equation (1), we calculate the item-based semantic similarity values.

(2) Rating similarity: In order to compute rating similarity between two items, we use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient between their vectors of ratings. In this case, similarity between items \(i\) and \(j\) is computed as follows [48]:

\[
IRSim_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_i)(r_{u,j} - \bar{r}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_i)^2 \sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,j} - \bar{r}_j)^2}}
\]

where \(U\) is the set of all users who have rated both items \(i\) and \(j\), \(r_{u,i}\) is the rating of user \(u\) on item \(i\), and \(\bar{r}_i\) is the average rating of the \(i\)-th item across users.

Now, the item-based rating similarity and the item-based semantic similarity values are combined via a weighted sum to get the final weighted similarity value by:

\[
IWSim_{i,j} = \alpha \cdot SSim_{i,j} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot IRSim_{i,j}
\]

where \(IWSim\) means the weighted similarity between items, and \(\alpha\) is a weighted combination parameter indicating the weights of each similarity measure in the final combined measure. Selecting a proper value for \(\alpha\) is usually highly dependent on the characteristics of the data used. When \(\alpha = 1\), then only semantic similarity among items is used, and when \(\alpha = 0\), only rating similarity is used. We choose the proper value for \(\alpha\) by performing sensitivity analysis for MovieLens dataset in our experimental section.

According to the static nature and stability of item-item similarities, the expensive item-item weighted similarity matrix is created off-line.

2) Selecting neighbors of target item

In this step, the most nearest neighbors to the target are selected based on the item-item weighted similarity matrix. For this purpose, we apply best-n-neighbors [49] method and take \(n\) items with greatest similarity as the neighbors.

3) Refining original rating matrix

In this step, items that do not belong to the neighborhood of the target item are filtered. Therefore, the refined rating matrix only contains items that are similar in terms of semantic features and users’ preferences. This refined matrix is the output of the first module.

B. User-based CF using demographic data

When items are quite different in terms of semantic features or users’ preferences, user-based CF cannot make accurate recommendations. In fact, in such cases, neighbors of active user are selected based on their common interest for items that are not similar to the target item. Therefore, the predicted rating is based on items that are not related to the target item, so the prediction is not accurate [31]. To avoid this problem, we use the refined matrix obtained from the previous module as an input for user-based CF. So, rating similarities between the active user and other users are calculated based on similar items to the target item, not on all items. The refined rating matrix also helps to avoid the sparsity and scalability problems. The reason is that unrepresentative or insignificant items are removed and therefore the dimensionality of the original matrix is reduced directly. Moreover, in our proposed approach, the user neighborhoods are further enhanced by the help of demographic correlations. Incorporating demographic data helps to avoid new user problem. Finally, after predicting the ratings for the active user, items with the highest predicted rating are recommended.

1) Calculating combined weighted similarity between users

To calculate the similarity between users, two types of similarity are combined: (1) rating similarity, and (2) demographic similarity.

(1) Rating similarity: In order to compute rating similarity between two users, we use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient between their vectors of ratings in the refined matrix. In this case, similarity between users \(a\) and \(u\) is computed as follows [48]:

\[
URSim_{a,u} = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (r_{a,i} - \bar{r}_a)(r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (r_{a,i} - \bar{r}_a)^2 \sum_{i \in I} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)^2}}
\]

where \(I\) is the set of items in the refined matrix rated by both users, \(r_{a,i}\) is the rating given to item \(i\) by user \(a\), and \(\bar{r}_u\) is the mean rating given by user \(u\).

(2) Demographic similarity: In order to calculate demographic similarity between users, we have to construct a demographic vector for each user. In our work, we use demographic data which are provided by MovieLens dataset and construct users’ demographic vectors same as vectors used in [2]. In MovieLens dataset, demographic data are: age, gender, occupation and zip code. The gender can be either ‘M’, for male, or ‘F’, for female. The occupation takes a value from a list of 21 distinct possibilities. An actual sample from the demographic information about the users, which are included in the MovieLens data set, can be found

\(^1\)http://www.movieontology.org/
in [50]. The demographic correlation between two users \( a \) and \( u \) is calculated by computing their corresponding vector similarities [50]:

\[
DSim_{h,a} = \cos (dV_a, dV_u) = \frac{dV_a \cdot dV_u}{\|dV_a\| \times \|dV_u\|} \tag{5}
\]

where \( dV_a \) and \( dV_u \) are demographic vectors of user \( a \) and \( u \), respectively.

Now, the user-based rating similarity and the user-based demographic similarity values are combined via a weighted sum to get the final weighted similarity value by:

\[
UWSim_{a,u} = \beta \times URSim_{a,u} + (1 - \beta) \times DSim_{a,u} \tag{6}
\]

where \( UWSim \) means the weighted similarity between users, and \( \beta \) is a weighted combination parameter indicating the weights of each similarity measure in the final combined measure. If \( \beta = 1 \), the user-based CF similarity value is then considered as the final weighted similarity value for predictions. Whereas, if \( \beta = 0 \), then only the user-based demographic similarity value is used for predictions. We choose the proper value for \( \beta \) by performing sensitivity analysis for MovieLens dataset in our experimental section.

2) Selecting neighbors of active user

Based on the user-user weighted similarity matrix, we take \( n \) users with greatest similarity as the neighbors of the active user.

3) Predicting rating of active user for target item

Based on the results from the previous steps, the prediction value is computed as the weighted average of deviations from the neighbor’s mean, as in [48]:

\[
p_{a,i} = \bar{p}_a + \sum_{u \in K} \frac{(\bar{p}_u - \bar{p}_a) \times UWSim_{a,u}}{ \sum_{u \in K} UWSim_{a,u}} \tag{7}
\]

where \( p_{a,i} \) is the prediction for the active user \( a \) for target item \( i \), and \( K \) is the neighborhood or set of most similar users to the active user.

At the end of the recommendation process, the system recommends a number of unrated items that have the highest predicted rating to the active user.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed approach. The testing methodology adopted in this study is same as the one used in our previous work [7]. We use MovieLens 100K dataset which consists of 100,000 ratings, with the scale of one to five, from 943 users on 1,682 movies. This dataset has some inconsistencies (for example duplicate or unknown movies and duplicate ratings). We correct these inconsistencies and then remove users having less than 20 ratings. We partition the users into test users and train users using 10-fold cross-validation. The ratings withheld in the test set are randomly chosen based on Given 5, Given 10 and Given 20 experimental protocols [27].

In order to evaluate accuracy of predicted ratings, we use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metric [27]. MAE measures the average absolute deviation between a predicted rating and the user’s true rating. The Mean Absolute Error for each test user \( u \) is defined as:

\[
MAE_u = \frac{\sum_{i \in I_u} |p_{u,i} - r_{u,i}|}{|I_u|} \tag{8}
\]

where \( I_u \) is the set of items rated by user \( u \), and \( p_{u,i} \) is the predicted rating for user \( u \) on item \( i \). In our experiments, we compute the MAE on the test set for each user, and then average over the set of test users. The lower the MAE is, the more accurately the recommender system predicts user ratings.

Several parameters for our experiments are the following: weights of the semantic similarities (\( W_T \), \( W_A \) and \( W_R \) ), neighborhood size of the target item (\( N_i \), default value 50), item-based weighted combination parameter (\( \alpha \), default value 0.5), neighborhood size of the active user (\( N_a \), default value 30) and user-based weighted combination parameter (\( \beta \), default value 0.5).

A. Parameters tuning

In this section we find the most appropriate values for \( W_T \), \( W_A \), \( W_R \), \( N_i \), \( \alpha \), \( N_a \) and \( \beta \) parameters, respectively.

- **Semantic similarity weights:** In this experiment, \( W_T \), \( W_A \) and \( W_R \) parameters are set to interval [0,1] with one decimal place under the constraint of \( W_T + W_A + W_R = 1 \). We set \( N_i \), \( \alpha \), \( N_a \) and \( \beta \) parameters to their default values and examine the accuracy of predictions against different values of \( W_T \), \( W_A \) and \( W_R \). The best result (lowest MAE) is obtained by a configuration in which the values of \( W_T \), \( W_A \) and \( W_R \) are 0.3, 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. Therefore, in the following, these values are kept as default weights.

- **Neighborhood size of the target item (\( N_i \)):** In this step, we find the most appropriate value of \( N_i \). For this purpose, the determined values of parameters in previous experiment are used and remaining parameters are set to their default values. We vary the neighborhood size from 10 to 200 and compute MAE. Fig. 2 shows the performance of our recommender for varying \( N_i \). We can observe that the size of
neighbourhood affects the quality of prediction. As shown, the performance initially improves as we increase $N_i$ from 10 to 110, after that it shows decrease in prediction quality with increased number of neighbors. The observed results imply that an appropriate neighborhood size achieves the best recommendation performance. Therefore, choosing a large number of neighbors will increase the computation complexity and reduce the quality of recommendations. According to the observed results, we select 110 as our optimal choice of $N_i$.

- **Item-based weighted combination parameter ($\alpha$):** This parameter determines the degrees to which the semantic and rating similarities are used in the generation of neighbor items. The value of $\alpha$ is varied from 0 to 1. When setting $\alpha$ to 0, the algorithm only uses the rated information for similarity computation between items. When $\alpha$ is set to 1, the algorithm just use semantic information for similarity computation. For determining the most proper value for $\alpha$, the best values of parameters in previous steps are set to their default values. Fig. 3 shows the impact of $\alpha$ on the MAE. As shown, the optimum values of $\alpha$ for Given 5, Given 10 and Given 20 are about 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6, respectively.

When $\alpha$ is too large (e.g., $\alpha \geq 0.9$) which means that we rely heavily on the semantic information, the performance will decrease slightly. When $\alpha$ is too small (e.g., $\alpha \leq 0.3$), which means that we rely less on the semantic information, the rating data sparseness will cause the lower performance. Since for all protocols the value of $\alpha$ is higher than 0.5, we can conclude that the semantic information is more important than rating information for computing similarity between items. This is due to the sparsity of rating information which leads to poorer performance.

- **Neighborhood size of the active user ($N_a$):** Based on the best values of parameters in previous experiments, the best value of $N_a$ is determined. We set $\beta$ to its default value and examine the accuracy for varying $N_a$ from 10 to 150 (Fig. 4). As shown, the prediction accuracy increase as the size of $N_a$ increases. However, after a certain point, the improvement gain diminishes and the quality becomes worse. These results are coincident with those obtained from our previous work [7]. Based on the observations, the lowest MAE for Given 5, Given 10 and Given 20 is obtained for $N_a$ equals 30, 40 and 70, respectively.

**User-based weighted combination parameter ($\beta$):**

This parameter determines the degrees to which the rating and demographic similarities are used in the generation of neighbor users. The value of $\beta$ is varied from 0 to 1. When setting $\beta$ to 0, the algorithm only uses demographic information for similarity computation between users. When $\beta$ is set to 1, the algorithm just use the rating information for similarity computation. We evaluate the impact of $\beta$ on the performance of our recommender by setting the remaining parameters to their best values (Fig. 5). As shown, the optimum value of $\beta$ for Given 20 is about 0.7 and for other protocols is about 0.5.

In the extreme case, if we employ a very large value for $\beta$, the algorithm almost forgets that demographic information exists for users and only utilizes the user-item rating matrix for similarity computation. On the other hand, a very small
value for $\beta$, demographic information will dominate the recommendation process, leading to poorer performance.

**B. Experimental results**

In this section, we compare the performance of our approach against the following baseline methods: User-Based collaborative filtering using PCC (UB-PCC), Item-Based collaborative filtering using PCC (IB-PCC), Similarity Fusion (SF), Cluster-Based Smoothing (CBS), Cluster-Based Similarity Fusion (CBSF), and content-boosted CF (CBCF).

In order to evaluate the performance of above baseline methods, we tuned their related parameters to get the best results for these methods.

Initially, we measure MAE for all the examined algorithms and compare the overall performance of our approach with other methods. Then, we compare the performance of all the examined algorithms in dealing with the sparsity, scalability and new item/user problems.

1) Overall performance

In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of our approach and the benchmark algorithms in terms of MAE. For each method, parameters are set to the best values. The results are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Given5</th>
<th>Given10</th>
<th>Given20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCF</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBSF</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-PCC</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB-PCC</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between different algorithms in terms of MAE

Clearly, our approach outperforms other methods in all configurations. This is due to: (1) the utilization of the semantic-based pre-filtering method as a dimensionality reduction technique for user-based CF, and (2) the utilization of the demographic correlations for enhancing the user neighborhoods.

2) Impact on the sparsity problem

We compare the performance of our approach against the benchmark algorithms on different sparsity levels. In each level, 10000 ratings are reduced from train set. For each method, parameters are set to the best values and Given 5 protocol is used. The results against the different sparsity levels are presented in Fig. 6. As expected, with increasing the sparsity level, the performance downgrades for all methods. This is due to reduction in the train set size. Fig. 6 shows that our approach outperforms the other methods. The reason is that the first module in our approach, removes unrepresentative or insignificant items to reduce the dimensionality of the original user-item matrix directly. User-based CF is implemented on the reduced matrix and therefore the sparsity problem is alleviated.

3) Impact on the scalability problem

For comparing the scalability of different methods, the run time of their online parts are measured. In our proposed approach, the online part is the second module. We measure the average time (ms) that takes to provide recommendations to a test user (runtime per user). For each method, parameters are set to the best values and Given 20 protocol is used. The results against the different size of the train set are presented in Fig. 7. The training sets are created using $k$-fold cross-validation ($k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 10$). As expected, with increasing the size of the train set, the runtime increases for all methods. As shown, the runtime of UB-PCC, CBCF, and SF grows linearly with the size of the train set. This is due to the online computation of similarity between users in these approaches. In contrast, the runtime of IB-PCC is stable because it creates the expensive similar-items table offline. Our approach is stable but it needs a little more time than IB-PCC. The reason is that our approach contains an online module (i.e., user-based CF using demographic data) which implements user-based filtering based on
As mentioned before, in the proposed approach, the online module computes similarities between users based on a refined rating matrix. By removing the unrepresentative or insignificant items, the dimensionality of the original matrix is reduced, resulting in better scalability. CBS and CBSF algorithms are almost stable because clusters are also created offline. However, our approach needs a little less time because the dimensionality of the rating matrix in our approach is lower than CBS or CBSF.

4) Impact on the new item problem

For testing the new item problem, we split items into test and train items using $k$-fold cross-validation. The items that have less than 5 ratings are considered as new items (test items). So, for each test item, we use Given 5 and randomly select 5 ratings as the observed ratings in the train set. Then, the accuracy of predictions is measured for each method by setting their related parameters to the best values. Fig. 8 illustrates MAE against different $k$-fold validation. With decreasing $k$, the number of new items increases and thus the MAE increases for all methods. As shown, our approach has the highest performance under the all $k$-fold validation. Actually, in the case of new items, our system can still use the semantic information to provide reasonable recommendations for users. Therefore, it can be concluded that this approach is a significant improvement on alleviating the new item problem in comparison to the benchmark algorithms.

5) Impact on the new user problem

Testing the new user problem is similar to new item problem. Here, users are split using $k$-fold cross-validation and Given 5 is used for each test user. Then, the MAE is measured for each method. Fig. 9 illustrates MAE against different $k$-fold validation. With decreasing $k$, the number of new users increases and thus MAE increases for all methods. The results show the proposed approach outperforms other counterparts for cold start new users in terms of the prediction accuracy. Actually, traditional CF algorithms cannot produce reliable recommendations for new users who have not yet provided sufficient information about their preferences. In such cases, the utilization of demographic data instead of rating history helps to tackle the new user problem in some extent. Thus, compared to other approaches, the proposed approach can alleviate the new user problem by applying demographic information during the similarity calculation process in the second module.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed a new approach which exploits Semantic Web Technology as well as demographic data for improving CF recommender in E-commerce. Our approach consists of two modules: First module identifies similar items to the target item in terms of semantic features and users’ preferences. Then, the original rating matrix is refined by removing items that do not belong to the neighborhood of the target item. Second module implements user-based CF using the refined matrix from the previous module. Moreover, in the second module, the user neighborhoods are further enhanced by demographic correlations. The experimental results verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach in dealing with the main limitations of CF. In future work, we would like to apply our proposed approach to the real applications to test its performance. Furthermore, we would like to use word senses similarity in order to capture the semantic similarity more precisely.
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